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Abstract 

Noninvasive measurements of microstructure in materials, cells, and in biological tissues, 

constitute a unique capability of gradient-assisted NMR. Diffusion-diffraction MR approaches 

pioneered by Callaghan demonstrated this ability; Oscillating-Gradient Spin-Echo (OGSE) 

methodologies tackle the demanding gradient amplitudes required for observing diffraction 

patterns by utilizing constant-frequency oscillating gradient pairs that probe the diffusion 

spectrum, D(ω). Here we present a new class of diffusion MR experiments, termed Non-uniform 

Oscillating-Gradient Spin-Echo (NOGSE), which dynamically probe multiple frequencies of the 

diffusion spectral density at once, thus affording direct microstructural information on the 

compartment’s dimension. The NOGSE methodology applies N constant-amplitude gradient 

oscillations; N-1 of these oscillations are spaced by a characteristic time x, followed by a single 

gradient oscillation characterized by a time y, such that the diffusion dynamics is probed while 

keeping (   )           constant. These constant-time, fixed-gradient-amplitude, multi-

frequency attributes render NOGSE particularly useful for probing small compartment 

dimensions with relatively weak gradients whilst alleviating difficulties associated with probing 

D(ω) element-by-element as done in conventional OGSE, or with varying relaxation weightings 

associated with other temporally-dependent diffusion experiments. Analytical descriptions of the 

NOGSE signal are given, and the sequence’s ability to extract small compartment sizes is 

demonstrated using a microstructural phantom. Excellent agreement between theory and 

experiments was evidenced even upon applying weak gradient amplitudes. An MR imaging 

version of NOGSE was also implemented in ex-vivo pig spinal cords and mouse brains, affording 

maps based on compartment sizes. The effects of size distributions on NOGSE are also briefly 

analyzed.  
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Introduction     

Systems comprised of fluid- or gas-filled pore networks are ubiquitous in Nature [1]; they 

range from rocks to biological tissues, and their microstructural topologies often determine many 

physicochemical and/or biological properties of the systems. When Brownian motions become 

restricted by such physical boundaries, NMR-based diffusion measurements can deliver a wealth 

of information on morphological attributes of the porous domains [2,3]. The vast majority of 

contemporary diffusion NMR sequences rely on the Pulsed-Gradient Spin-Echo (PGSE) NMR 

approach developed by Stejskal and Tanner [4], which is sensitive to the dephasing experienced 

by mobile spins during a diffusion time Δ separating a pair of diffusion-sensitizing gradients G. 

The diffusion process can be characterized from the ensuing signal attenuation [3]. Since PGSE 

requires no external agents for extracting its diffusion information, it offers a unique opportunity 

to noninvasively probe structural aspects of clear or opaque systems, with capabilities that have 

seen extensive applications in microstructural interrogation of porous materials [5] as well as in 

diverse biological systems [6]. Notably, diffusion anisotropy can be detected and utilized for 

characterizing White Matter (WM) tracts in-vivo [7], and diffusion-driven compartment size 

estimations provide unique contrasts within WM [8].  

Diffusion sensitization in PGSE MR consists of spatial labeling elements represented by 

the q-vector   (  )     , where δ is each gradient’s duration, and of a temporal inter-

gradient element given by the diffusion period Δ. In solution, where free diffusion takes place, 

the diffusion-driven signal attenuation will follow a Gaussian decay: 

 (   )   
 (   ) (  

 
 
)    (1) 

where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient [9]. When restricting boundaries are imposed on the 

system, the signal decay may significantly deviate from this relation [3]; the choice of the q-

vector and Δ values can then profoundly affect the diffusion-driven NMR signal decay. In the 
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completely restricted diffusion regime (Δ∞) and under the short-gradient-pulse approximation 

(δ0), the diffusion-driven signal decay will (at least in systems narrowly dispersed in size) 

exhibit diffusion-diffraction patterns, reflecting interferences among different phase dispersions 

accumulated at different q-values by the confined spins [10]. Although diffusion-diffraction 

patterns may yield the compartment size directly from the inverse of the q-value corresponding to 

the first diffraction minimum [3,10], they are rapidly lost in the presence of size polydispersity 

[11]. Alternatively, the restricting length scales can also be inferred by manipulating the temporal 

element of the diffusion weighting, Δ [12]. At low q-values for example, restriction effects are 

recast as time-dependent apparent diffusion coefficients (ADCs). In this regime, Eq. 1 becomes:  

 (  
 

    
  )   

 (   ) (  
 
 
)   ( )

  (2) 

For very short Δ-values     
     , where ‘lc’ is the correlation length associated with the 

restricting length scale, the ADC will approach D0 (up to surface to volume and tortuosity effects 

[13]). With increasing Δ, the ADC will diminish due to the effects of restrictions, and will plateau 

once the fully restricted diffusion regime has been reached. Such Δ-dependent measurements 

circumvent the strong gradients required for observing diffraction-patterns, yet still afford unique 

insights into the microstructure of tissues [14] and heterogeneous porous systems [15].  

 Resolving small pore sizes using either of these PGSE approaches, however, still poses 

significant challenges. In q-space experiments, the inverse relationship between diffraction 

minima and pore size demands extremely strong gradients, which are generally unavailable in 

animal or clinical systems. When the time-dependence of the ADC is considered, Δ cannot 

usually be made sufficiently short to manifest the transition from free to restricted diffusion, 

whose robust detection is needed for inferring compartment sizes [16]. This is further 

exacerbated by diffusion during the gradient pulse, which effectively “reduces” the apparent pore 

size [17]. A possible remedy for these limitations arises from replacing the PGSE block, which 
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can be considered as a single “modulation” of the gradient waveform, with oscillating gradient 

waveforms [18-22]. The Oscillating-Gradient Spin-Echo (OGSE) methodology in particular 

utilizes constant-frequency oscillating-gradient waveforms, where the diffusion period can be 

approximated to be proportional to the inverse of the oscillation frequency [16,23]. The shorter 

time scales accessible by increasing the frequency of the gradient oscillations accentuate the 

transition between free and restricted diffusion regimes [20], and hence allow characterization of 

small compartment dimensions. Ideally OGSE will probe a single element in the diffusion-driven 

frequency fluctuations of the particles in question, D(ω), per each experiment [16]; requiring that 

the gradient frequency spectrum consists of a single frequency and be devoid of a zero 

component, however, imposes stringent conditions on the hardware [24]. Still, OGSE 

methodologies have gained increasing use in recent years, with applications to probing micro-

architecture of normal [25,26] as well as diseased [27,28] tissues, as well as for enhancing 

contrast in diffusion tensor approaches [29]. Modulating a constant gradient with π-pulses and 

monitoring deviations from spectral density power laws [30,31], have also been suggested as 

routes for probing compartment sizes. It has been recently shown that gradient waveforms can be 

numerically tailored to garner sensitivity towards specific desired sizes when distributions are of 

interest [32-34], and that phase information on the pore structure function can be retained from 

more complex gradient waveforms [35-37]. 

 In this study, we present a new approach for measuring compartment sizes noninvasively, 

which is also based on gradient modulations. The approach is related to OGSE in that it employs 

modulated gradient waveforms, but its main basis relies on dynamical decoupling concepts [38], 

where non-uniform temporal modulations are created by departing from the dogma of applying 

equidistant pulses. Such temporally non-uniform modulations can be used, for example, to 

prolong the coherence lifetimes of spins if decoherence is due to noise containing only certain 
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frequency components – a concept which has been recently suggested as a novel source contrast 

in MRI [39]. Inspired by these proposals we have recently suggested the Selective-Dynamical-

Recoupling (SDR) approach [40] (Figure 1A), a new class of experiments which can achieve 

coherent evolutions via such non-equidistant modulations. Importantly, these modulations are 

performed at a constant time and with a fixed number of refocusing π-pulses, rendering SDR 

robust towards T2- and pulse-related sources of decoherence. SDR has been proven useful for 

probing chemical shift identities driven by coherent (J-couplings) or incoherent (chemical 

exchange) perturbations [40], and has recently been extended towards selective probing of 

restricted diffusion [41]. In this study, SDR’s sensitivity towards small compartment dimensions 

is augmented by replacing the non-uniform refocusing π-pulses previously used [40,41], with 

non-uniform gradient modulations. The ensuing Non-uniform Oscillating-Gradient Spin-Echo 

(NOGSE) methodology leads to a signal response that is hereby shown to be strongly dependent 

on compartment size. In fact, NOGSE’s NMR response bears a unique sensitivity towards the 

time in which the diffusion mode shifts from free to restricted, while being devoid of all other 

potential sources of decoherence. This paper presents a brief overview of the theory for NOGSE 

experiments, and validates the approach on a microstructure phantom where the ground truth is a-

priori known. NOGSE MRI implementations then reveal apparent restricting length scales in ex-

vivo pig spinal cord and mouse brain white matter (WM). Owing to its simplicity, and due to the 

relatively low gradients needed for resolving even small compartment sizes, the NOGSE 

methodology bodes well for compartment dimension measurements in porous systems, especially 

in the context of the Central Nervous System.  
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Figure 1. Concepts and sequences considered in this work. (A) The SDR approach entails an initial 

excitation pulse, followed by a CPMG-like block consisting of (N-1) refocusing pulses and concluded by a 

single Hahn-echo block consisting of a single refocusing pulse. For the purposes of NOGSE, it is assumed 

that a constant gradient exists throughout the entire echo time (TE). The characteristic time of the CPMG-

like block is x while the characteristic time of the Hahn-like sequence is      (   ) . (B) 

Effective gradient waveforms G(t) arising from the SDR approach (A); the upper and lower panels show 

the two extremes (     and         ) of the ensuing NOGSE waveform. Arrows indicate the 

timing of (the now removed) refocusing RF pulses. (C) NOGSE NMR sequence used in this study, 

replacing SDR’s succession of π-pulses with an equivalent oscillating gradient waveform (shown in blue). 

Note that the entire diffusion-weighting period occupies only the first half of a spin echo sequence, with 

the new constant modulation time  (   )    defined as       , to distinguish it from the total echo 

time (TE) of the sequence. The x and y periods include the gradient ramps in their definitions. N is the 

total number of gradient polarity switches, and Gc indicates small crusher gradients. (D) NOGSE MRI 

sequence implemented in this study, using the same general concepts as in (C) but with (i) RF pulses 

replaced by slice-selective pulses, and (ii) phase encoding gradients (GPE), readout gradients (GRO) and a 

purge gradient (Gprg) added prior to and during the acquisition window. In our implementation of NOGSE, 

the final gradient oscillation was in opposite polarity (e.g., positive then negative).   
 

Theory 

The SDR sequence on which NOGSE is based, is shown in Figure 1A. This sequence’s central 

feature is a concatenation of a CPMG block (x/2 – π – x/2)[N-1] and a Hahn block (y/2 – π – y/2), 

where x and y denote variable delays and N denotes the (constant) total number of radiofrequency 
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(RF) pulses. The SDR methodology entails simultaneously varying x in the range     
  

 
, 

and y in the range 
  

 
        (   )  in a 2D-NMR-like fashion, so that the overall 

sequence timing stays constant at TE. Assuming that the SDR sequence is implemented under a 

constant gradient G aimed at monitoring diffusion-driven decoherence processes, effective 

gradient waveforms G(t) are thus created; two of these are shown in Fig. 1B. The upper panel of 

the figure illustrates the initial implementation of the SDR sequence, corresponding to x<<y; the 

waveform for the final SDR point, x=y, is shown in Fig. 1B’s lower panel. Such waveforms are 

generated in NOGSE by gradient switching rather than by refocusing π-pulses. Relying on such 

gradient modulations rather than on non-equidistant refocusing pulses is especially valuable for 

avoiding unwanted excitation profiles or complications in coherence pathway selections arising 

from multiple (and in some cases imperfect) pulses.  

To compute the NOGSE NMR signal in the context of diffusion in restricting 

environments, we assume the Gaussian Phase Distribution approximation for the spin’s random 

displacements [42]. The diffusion-weighted echo signal in presence of oscillating gradients can 

then be described as [18]: 

 (  )     {  (  )}     { 
  

 
∫    ∫    

  

 

 (  )〈 (  ) (  )〉 (  )
  

 

}  (3) 

where  (  ) is a signal attenuation factor at the echo time, G(t) depicts the gradient value at a 

specific time,  ( ) is the projection of the spins’ position along the axis in which the gradient is 

applied at time t, and the brackets <> denote an ensemble average. Eq. 3 can be recast in a 

Fourier transform representation where  (  ) is then given by [30,31,41]: 

 (  )  
  

  
∫ | (    )|  ( ) 

 

  

 (4) 

 ( ) is the displacement power spectrum given by the FT of the displacement correlation 

function  ( )  〈 ( ) ( )〉 [30,31] and  (    ) is a filter function given by the FT of the 
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gradient modulation  ( ). The displacement power spectrum  ( ) is related to OGSE’s 

diffusion spectrum  ( ) [16], by the expression  ( )     ( ) [30,31]. For well-defined pore 

geometries, the displacement power spectrum  ( ) is a sum of Lorentzian functions with 

different weights and correlations times [31,43]. Usually, only one of these Lorentzians is 

significant, and at least for planar, spherical and cylindrical constraining geometries, this 

dominant first term will dominate the NOGSE evolution [41]. Considering only this dominant 

term, the spectrum  ( ) will then be given by  

 ( )  
    

 

(      
 ) 

  (5) 

   is the correlation time associated with the diffusion process, and is related to the correlation 

length scale, lc, by the Einstein expression: 

  
         (6) 

where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient. Note that    is effectively the time required for most of 

the molecules to fully probe the pore boundaries. The specific relation between    and the 

restriction length of the pore will depend on its geometry; for cylinders a good approximation is 

             , where d is the cylinder diameter [31,43], and then           . 

The spin-echo sequence of Fig. 1A generates an effective array of modulating gradient 

      
     ( ); two components of these gradient waveforms are shown in Fig. 1B for the x<<y and 

x=y extremes. In general, these gradient waveforms’ temporal modulations can be described as 

      
     ( )      

    (  (   ) )  (  )     
    (  (   )   )  (7) 

where     
    

 and   
    

 are CPMG- and Hahn-modulating functions, respectively. The filter 

function |      
     (    )|

 
 associated with NOGSE will therefore have multiple peaks, at discrete 

frequencies [41,44,45]. On the basis of Eq. 7, this filter can be described by the sum of a CPMG 

filter, a Hahn filter, plus a cross term representing an interference between the two:  
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(8) 

This filter-function formalism allows one to derive a solution for the resulting signal decay given 

by: 

      (        )

      ((   )     )       ( )

             (        )  

(9) 

Full analytical expressions for        and its constituents can be derived along the lines of the 

description given in Ref. [41], and they are given in full in the Appendix.  

The general theory presented above is described for the entire gradient modulation period, 

TNOGSE, which, in Figures 1A and 1B, coincides with TE. In the NOGSE NMR and NOGSE MRI 

sequences (Figures 1C and 1D), the expressions above describe the magnetization evolution 

during TNOGSE, and it is assumed that any further contributions outside of this time interval can be 

factored out. Therefore, we will just focus on the behavior of the magnetization decay during 

       in the limiting values     and           . For    ,       (         

     )       ( ) while for             ,       (                     )  

     (        ). Therefore NOGSE’s maximum amplitude modulation,        , is 

contrasting the difference between a CPMG and a Hahn modulation: 

             (        )      ( ). In particular, if         , the decay of the 

signal is dominated by the Hahn portion of the sequence and the attenuation factor approaches 

     
          (      )          

 (          ); by contrast, if     
      

 
      the 

NOGSE attenuation factor will be      
          (        )          

 (       (    )  ). 
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Note that the first terms at both extremes of the NOGSE sequence appear identical, and yield an 

exponential signal decay. By contrast, the second terms are independent of TNOGSE and are 

consequently constant. The difference between these two attenuation factors, 

       
          (        )    (   )        

 , will thus be manifested as an amplitude 

modulation,         (see Figure 2). This modulation probes    – and hence the confinement 

length    – as an exponential factor that is proportional to (   )  
  (   )  

  . This contrasts 

with the exponential rates typically used for determining    in conventional OGSE sequences, 

which derive from the first term of the attenuation factor, and are thus proportional to   
    

 . 

That NOGSE’s sensitivity to compartment size amplifies with the sixth power of    and with N, 

suggests that the defining restricting length scale could be probed by less demanding gradient 

amplitudes. This central feature is illustrated below. This central feature is illustrated below. 

Finally, if free, unobstructed diffusion is considered (x,y<<τc), it is straightforward to show that 

      
    (            )  

 

  
      {(   )     }  and then the difference between the two 

extremes x=0 and x=      /N will be        
    (        )  

 

  
             

 (
    

  ).  

   

Materials and Methods 

Simulations. Simulations for the NOGSE signal were based on Eq. 9 (for the full 

expression for cylinders see the Appendix), and performed using home-written code in Matlab® 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). All simulated signals are shown normalized to the initial 

(     ( )) value of the NOGSE curve. Unless otherwise stated,       (        ) (Eq. 9) 

was set to 1. See figure captions for specific details on simulated parameters. 

Specimen preparation. The accuracy of NOGSE was tested on a phantom comprised of an 

ensemble of water-filled microcapillaries (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) 
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characterized by an inner-diameter of 5±1 μm. The microcapillaries were cut to ~5 cm segments, 

and placed in a water-filled cuvette for ca. two weeks prior to NMR experiments. The 

microcapillaries were then dried externally and packed into a 4 mm NMR tube opened on both 

sides, which in turn was inserted into a 5 mm NMR tube for placing in the magnet.   

Ex-vivo specimens were also subject to NOGSE measurements. These involved formalin-

fixed pig spinal cords (The Institute of Animal Research, Lahav, Israel) placed in PBS overnight 

prior to commencing experiments. These spinal cords were stripped from the perineural sheath, 

inserted into a 10 mm NMR tube filled with Fluorinert®, and given ~2 hrs to thermally 

equilibrate in the magnet prior to the MRI experiments. These spinal cords were aligned with 

their principal axis along the z-direction of the laboratory frame. A second set of tests involved 

formaline-fixed mouse brains, obtained from healthy adult mice. These brains were immersed in 

4% PFA for several days, then washed twice with PBS and left overnight immersed in PBS. The 

mouse specimen was then placed in a 10 mm NMR tube filled with Fluorinert. Care was taken to 

align the anterior-posterior axis of the brain with cylindrical axis of the NMR tube, coinciding 

with the B0 direction.   

NOGSE NMR and MRI experiments. All experiments were performed on a vertical bore 

Bruker Avance system operating at 9.4 T (400.17 MHz for 
1
H) equipped with a Micro5 imaging 

probe and gradient coils capable of generating 291 G/cm. Unless otherwise stated, all 

experiments in this study were performed in the direction of restriction; i.e., with the gradients 

oriented along the transverse, most restricted specimen dimension. All NOGSE experiments were 

performed using a gradient ramp time of 80 μs. The NOGSE NMR experiments were conducted 

using the sequence shown in Figure 1C.  

NOGSE MRI experiments were performed using the sequence shown in Figure 1D. 

Spinal cord were imaged with the following imaging parameters: isotropic Field of View (FOV) 
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= (9 mm)
2
, slice thickness = 3 mm, 64x64 matrix size leading to an in-plane resolution of ~140 x 

140 (μm)
2
, TR / TE = 4000 / 51 ms, two dummy scans, and two averages. The receiver 

bandwidth was 50 kHz. The experiment time for each point in the NOGSE curve was ~ 9 

minutes.  

PGSE experiments were also conducted on spinal cords by replacing the NOGSE block in 

Figure 1D with a simple PGSE block consisting of a single pair of bipolar gradients (+G – (Δ-δ) – 

-G), where the gradients’ duration were δ and the gradient separation was Δ. The PGSE 

experiment was conducted with identical imaging and timing parameters as the NOGSE MRI 

experiments.  

NOGSE experiments on the mouse brain were performed using the following imaging 

parameters: FOV = 12.8 x 8.6 mm
2
, slice thickness = 550 μm, matrix size = 212x144 (where the 

larger matrix element was carried out in the readout direction) leading to an in-plane resolution of 

~60 x 60 (μm)
2
, TR / TE = 3500 / 53 ms, two dummy scans, and 12 averages. The receiver 

bandwidth was 50 kHz. The experiment time for each point in the NOGSE curve was ~ 1.6 h. A 

T2 weighted image was further obtained from a NOGSE experiment with G=0 G/cm.  

Data fitting and the extraction of compartment sizes. Data from NOGSE NMR 

experiments on microcapillaries were fitted to Eq. 9 leading to correlation times τc along with 

their respective errors. D0=2*10
-5

 cm
2
/sec was set from a PGSE measurement along the z-axis 

(the principal axis of the microcapillaries), and the correlation length scale    was then obtained 

from the Einstein relation (Eq. 6). As the cylindrical shape of the microcapillaries was known, the 

compartment diameter was obtained from             [31,43], and the error was propagated 

from the correlation time to the diameter.  

Spinal cord and mouse brain NOGSE MRI data were analyzed as the microcapillaries 

data. When ROIs are presented, the signal represents the mean value for the pixels within the 
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ROI. The NOGSE-derived compartment size maps shown in Figures 6-8 were obtained from a 

pixel-by-pixel fit of the data to Eq. 9. For both of these biological systems, D0 was chosen to be 

0.7*10
-5

 cm
2
/sec, in agreement with previous literature [27,46], and in accordance with our 

experimental tests. All experimental fits assume that NOGSE oscillations are rectangular; no 

significant errors are expected from this assumption [23].  

Compartment size maps obtained from conventional PGSE measurement in the spinal 

cord (Figure 6D) were derived from a pixel-by-pixel fit of the signal to Eq. 2 to obtain the ADC, 

then the compartment diameter was obtained (assuming cylindrical compartments) from    

 √(       )     .  

 

Results  

Simulations depicting the general characteristics of the NOGSE signal for different 

diffusion scenarios are presented in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows the general hallmarks of the 

NOGSE signal in restricted systems: in the short time regime     , when the x-delay (here 

given in x/τc dimensionless units in the lower abscissa) is increased, the NOGSE signal increases, 

and as x is increased such that it exceeds ~5τc, the signal approaches an asymptote. This behavior 

reflects the fact that at short x/τc a majority of spins does not experience restriction during the first 

OGSE-like part of the pulse sequence and are filtered; the signal that survived the oscillating 

filter then experiences the effects of restricted diffusion. The NOGSE signal in this     regime 

is therefore given by       (              )        ( )  As x increases, the y-argument 

of MHahn becomes correspondingly shorter, which in turn results in a net signal increase. Yet at 

the same time, spins begin to experience the effects of restriction also during the CPMG-like 

modulation of NOGSE, i.e., also during the x-periods. For       , most of the pore has been 

probed, and the signal reaches the effective plateau (Figure 2A, note that the lower abscissa, 
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plotted in dimensionless units, corresponds to the parameters given in the lower right legend, 

whereas the upper abscissa, which is plotted in units of time, corresponds to the parameters given 

in the upper left legend). Importantly, this characteristic behavior mirrors the temporal dynamics 

of the transition between the free and the restricted diffusion regimes. Figure 2B presents the 

same curves, only with the signal now plotted against y/τc in the lower abscissa. The restricted 

diffusion signal’s plateau is in the initial part (left-hand side) of the curve corresponding to the 

long x/τc regime; the subsequent decrease in signal with increasing y/τc reflects the Hahn-like 

decay dominance       (              )      ( ) with decreasing x, as mentioned 

above.  

Figures 2C and 2D illustrate the NOGSE signal dependence on the total number of 

gradient oscillations N for a cellular-like compartment size   =2 μm. Increasing N yields 

increasing contrast between the free and restricted diffusion regimes, as manifested by the larger 

differences between the initial and final points of the NOGSE curves. This is as discussed in the 

“Theory” section. Note that the attenuation plots converge near x=0 (Figure 2C): in this limit, the 

first oscillation amounts to zero diffusion weighting regardless of N, and the NOGSE signal is 

solely weighted by the Hahn-like decay – which, reflects completely restricted diffusion behavior 

and filters signals by identical weightings irrespective of N. Also noteworthy is the convergence 

of the plots to an identical linear relationship at very long y – a consequence of 

      (              )       ( ), which is again independent of N.  
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Figure 2. NOGSE signal simulations for different experimental parameters. (A-B) NOGSE signal as 

function of x and y, plotted in dimensionless units (lower abscissa and lower legend) and in units of time 

(upper abscissa and upper legend). Note in (A) the characteristic NOGSE signal increase followed by a 

plateauing once the fully restricted diffusion regime is achieved. This amplitude modulation,        , is 

proportional to   
  and can characterize the restricting length scale with good sensitivity. (C-D) NOGSE 

signal as function of x and y, respectively, plotted for different number of oscillations, N. Note that as N 

increases, the maximum x obtained at the same TNOGSE is reduced to TNOGSE/N. Also apparent is the 

increase in NOGSE contrast for increasing N, although it should be noticed that as the plateau effect is 

reduced, the restricted diffusion regime is not fully met. Note as well the convergence of the plots at x=0 

and at long y-values, reflecting the diminished influence of the CPMG-like part of the oscillations when x 

approaches zero. For both (A) and (B),   =1.5 μm and G=20 G/cm. (E-F) Dependence of NOGSE’s signal 

on the gradient amplitude for   =2 μm and N=8. (E) plots the absolute signal, and (F) plots the normalized 

signal after each curve was normalized to its initial point. It follows that although with increasing G the 

signal begins from a lower absolute value, the dynamic range (and the sensitivity) of the experiment 

increases. (G-H) Dependence of NOGSE signal on the compartment size,   , plotted in conventional scale 

(G) and in a scale normalized to the first point of each curve (H) for G = 10 G/cm and N=8. Notice how 

the contrast varies strongly with just small increases in monodisperse compartment size. Note, that when 

free diffusion (infinite lc) is considered does not exhibit any plateau characteristics. The free diffusion 

curve is not shown in (H) since effectively, at short x, MNOGSE will be very small for the above-mentioned 

parameters, hence the normalized curve will appear out of scale. For all simulations, TNOGSE=120 ms and 

D0 = 0.7*10
-5

 cm
2
/sec. 

 

Figures 2E and 2F show the NOGSE signal attenuation as function of x and y for different 

gradient amplitudes. As gradient amplitudes increase, the signal begins at lower initial values, 

due to the increased sensitivity towards free diffusion effects in the        regime (Fig. 2E). 

The signal increases with increasing x as described above for all gradient amplitudes. Notice that 

while the overall NOGSE signal decreases with the gradient strength (Fig. 2E), the NOGSE 

amplitude contrast,        , actually increases when the gradients are increased. The magnitude 

of these changes for different gradients is better viewed in a normalized scale, where each curve 

is scaled by its first (Min(x)) point (Fig. 2F). A strong increase in NOGSE contrast,    , is then 

evident with increasing gradients. This reflects the fact that although the transition between the 

free and restricted diffusion regimes occurs at the same x for all gradient amplitudes, the 

frequency fluctuation per unit of displacement  increases with increasing gradient amplitude. The 

sensitivity of the NOGSE signal towards the freely diffusing spins, as well as NOGSEs contrast 

vis-à-vis compartment size, thereby grows with gradient strength. 
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Figure 2G shows NOGSE curves for varying restricting length scales but for constant 

NOGSE parameters. Examination of these plots demonstrates NOGSE’s signal attenuates with 

increasing restriction length, a result of an increasing fraction of freely diffusing molecules in a 

given pore at shorter x-values. Also plotted in this panel is the NOGSE signal for free diffusion; 

note, that by contrast with restricted diffusion, there are no plateau characteristics since the 

correlation length is infinite for free diffusion. The normalized plots shown in Figure 2H depict 

the ensuing high sensitivity of NOGSE contrast towards compartment sizes: whereas a 1 μm 

compartment gives rise to ~5% amplitude modulation between the first and last NOGSE points, a 

2 μm compartment size bears a ~70% signal change between the first and last point of the curve. 

Such sensitivity to small restricting length scales even at low gradient amplitudes is a key feature 

of NOGSE experiments, and reflects the unique dependence of        (        ) on (  

 )  
 . 

Figure 3. NOGSE NMR in a 

phantom system. (A) 
Experimental data (symbols) 

from a microcapillaries 

specimen of nominal inner 

diameter of 5±1 μm. The inset 

shows the stacked plot of a 

representative experiment, 

demonstrating the increase and 

plateauing of NOGSE signal 

with increasing x. Fits of these 

data to Eq. 9 (solid line) lead to 

a compartment size of 

5.87±0.04 μm, in excellent 

agreement with the nominal 

inner diameter. Parameters for 

this experiment were G=28.8 

G/cm and N=8. (B) 

Experimental dependence of the 

NOGSE NMR signal on N at 

G=28.8 G/cm. Once again, the 

experimental data (symbols) are 

in excellent agreement with the 

fitted curves (solid lines), and the sizes extracted from these curves was in good agreement with the 

nominal inner diameter (see text for details). The inset shows the data plotted as a function of y, 

demonstrating the convergence of the signal anticipated by Figure 2D. (C-D) Experimental dependence of 

the NOGSE signal on the gradient amplitude for N=8. In (C) absolute signal values are plotted, while in 
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(D) normalized signals are plotted. Note that the signal begins from a lower initial value, as predicted in 

Figure 2F; when the normalized signal is plotted, the G-driven contrast is enhanced. All experimental 

points (symbols) fitted well with the theoretical expression (solid lines), and the sizes that were obtained 

for all curves were in good agreement with the nominal inner diameter. All experiments were performed 

using the sequence shown in Figure 1C, with TNOGSE=80 ms, TE=162 ms and TR = 4500 ms; the 90° and 

180° RF pulse durations were 14.5 and 29 μs, respectively, and the receiver bandwidth was 4 kHz. 
 

To validate these theoretical predictions, NOGSE NMR experiments were performed on 

coherently aligned, monodisperse microcapillaries filled with water. This system, in which the 

ground truth is known a-priori, has been extensively studied in previous diffusion MR methods 

validation studies [37,47]. Figure 3A shows a set of NOGSE NMR experiments (sequence in Fig. 

1C) performed on such a phantom. Symbols represent experimental data, while the solid curve 

represents a regression of the data onto Eq. 9. The agreement between theory and experiments is 

clearly evident from this plot and a fit of the data leads to a compartment size of 5.87±0.04 µm, 

in excellent agreement with the nominal inner diameter provided by the manufacturer (5±1 µm). 

Figure 3B shows further experiments designed to test the validity of the predictions derived from 

Eq. 9 and shown in Figs. 2C and 2D, with respect to the number of oscillations. As N increases at 

fixed TNOGSE, the signal evidences the predicted enhancement trends: the sizes extracted for these 

three experiments were 5.87±0.04, 5.75±0.04 and 5.61±0.03 μm for N=8, 12 and 16, respectively; 

again, all in excellent agreement with the nominal inner diameter. Figure 3B’s inset offers also a 

different view of these experimental data, showing their plots against y-values. The NOGSE 

signals then clearly converge, as predicted in Figure 2D, towards a common absolute intensity 

      (              )       ( ). Figures 3C and 3D show NOGSE NMR experiments 

for increasing gradient strengths. With increasing gradients, the overall NOGSE signal begins at 

lower absolute initial values but then evidences a higher sensitivity towards compartment size – 

all consistent with the simulations shown in Figure 2. Importantly, the compartment sizes 

extracted from these curves (solid lines in Figures 3C and 3D) were 5.87±0.04, 6.02±0.04, and 

5.94±0.05 for G=28.8, 43.2 and 57.6 G/cm, respectively; again in very good agreement with the 
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nominal inner diameter of 5±1 µm. We further note that experiments performed on freely 

diffusing water molecules closely followed the behavior predicted by the simulations shown in 

Figure 2G (data not shown).  

Encouraged by these validations, the NOGSE MRI sequence shown in Figure 1D was 

applied to examine a pig spinal cord, chosen in light of its WM compartment size spatial 

variation [8,48]. On plotting the raw NOGSE MRI data in a common colormap scale as a 

function of increasing x (Figure 4A), the expected NOGSE signal increase can be readily 

appreciated. In grey matter (GM) regions, where water is confined to larger spaces, the NOGSE 

signal exhibits even greater signal increases compared to WM with increasing x. To test whether 

the signals follow the expected NOGSE dependence, 6 ROIs were chosen in various WM 

locations (see Figure 4B for ROI definitions). Figure 4C shows the x-dependence extracted from 

these ROIs. The NOGSE signals clearly follows the trends adumbrated in Figure 2, with 

increasing intensities as x is prolonged, and an eventual plateauing for some of the ROIs. Fitting 

these ROIs’ NOGSE signals to Eq. 9 (solid lines in Figure 4C) affords compartment sizes of 

7.20±0.05, 6.62±0.05, 6.40±0.05, 7.59±0.09, 7.00±0.05 and 7.00±0.11 μm for ROIs 1-6, 

respectively; notice the excellent agreement of these fitted curves with the experimental data. The 

confining sizes that are obtained at this gradient amplitude are relatively large, most likely 

reflecting a preferential bias towards larger pores in a size distribution, or reflecting contributions 

from diffusion in various tissue compartments. Figure 4D presents experiments with stronger 

gradients which, as explained above, should sensitize NOGSE towards even smaller 

compartments. NOGSE’s signal contrast indeed increases with increasing x-values for this 

gradient (~250-450%), and is larger compared to the contrast observed with the weaker gradient 

(~150-200%). The sizes extracted for ROIs 1-6 from Fig. 4D are now 5.83±0.07, 5.46±0.06, 

5.40±0.05, 6.25±0.05, 5.74±0.03 and 5.75±0.08 μm, respectively. These numbers are consistently 
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smaller than those obtained using the weaker gradient; as explained earlier, this can be attributed 

to an increased sensitivity of the NOGSE contrast towards different elements of the pore size 

distribution upon increasing the gradient amplitude. We note in passing that the approximation 

for cylinders (i.e.,          ) was utilized for the analysis of the entire spinal cord.  

 

Figure 4. Ex-vivo NOGSE MRI experiments in a pig spinal cord. (A) Raw NOGSE-weighted MR 

images presented at a common colormap scale, with G=28.8 G/cm, N=8 and TNOGSE = 20 ms. Note the 

clear increase in signal intensity with increasing x. (B) ROI definitions: all of them are placed within WM. 

(C-D) NOGSE signal modulation extracted from the indicated ROIs for G=28.8 and G=57.6 G/cm, 

respectively. Note the different scale bars on (C) and (D), showing ~70% signal differences in the former 

and >250% difference in the latter. The different ROIs’ evolutions reflect different compartment sizes; 

fittings to the data (solid lines) are described in the text. All NOGSE MRI experiments were acquired with 

12 x-values spaced between 0.4 and 2.5 ms, and the diffusion sensitizing gradients were applied 

perpendicular to the spinal cord’s main axis.   
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Figures 5A-C show 2D NOGSE MRI maps based on compartment size contrast derived 

from a pixel-by-pixel fit to Eq. 9. The maps reveal strong contrast between gray and white matter, 

with larger compartment sizes detected in the GM, as expected. Of further interest is the contrast 

observed within the spinal cord’s WM, where different regions are delineated by the NOGSE 

approach. Figure 5A shows the compartment size map for G=28.8 G/cm, while Figures 5B and 

5C show the compartment sizes extracted from the G=57.6 G/cm experiments. Figure 5B is 

presented in the same scale as Figure 5A, demonstrating that the sizes extracted at different 

gradient amplitudes are different. This is not predicted from the theoretical model for a 

monodisperse system like the capillaries in the experiments of Fig. 3; as mentioned, it is likely 

that such effects arise from compartment size polydispersity in the spinal cord system. Figure 5C 

presents the compartment size map obtained from the G=57.6 G/cm data in a different (smaller) 

scale; a comparison against Figures 5A reveals similar qualitative spatial patterns. Finally, 

although a thorough comparison of NOGSE with other noninvasive means for obtaining 

compartment sizes is beyond the scope of the present work, we performed conventional PGSE 

experiments for a qualitative comparison and to validate the overall performance of our method. 

Figure 5D shows a map of the compartment sizes obtained for the same slice upon fitting the 

ADCs obtained from a conventional PGSE experiment to the Einstein equation (Eq. 6). Note that 

while resembling the NOGSE map, this PGSE-derived compartment size map shows less 

variation between the different WM regions – reflecting the lower sensitivity of PGSE towards 

small compartment sizes.  
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Figure 5. Compartment dimension maps for an ex-vivo spinal cord section obtained from NOGSE 

and PGSE MRI with different gradient amplitudes. (A-C) Compartment size extracted from Pixel-by-

pixel fittings of the NOGSE data to Eq. 9, obtained from NOGSE MRI experiments with N=8 and 

TNOGSE=20 ms, and G=28.8 (A) and 57.6 G/cm (B,C). The maps in (A) and (B) are presented in a common 

scale; (C) is shown in a smaller compartment size scale. (D) Compartment size map obtained from 

conventional PGSE presented in a scale identical to (A) and (B); note that while similar sizes are 

corroborated by PGSE, the contrast is different from that observed by NOGSE. The experiment shown in 

(D) was performed with PGSE MRI, Δ/δ = 14.8/5 ms, and the b-values were sampled from 0 to 980 

sec/mm
2 

in thirteen steps with Gmax=20 G/cm. A pixel-by-pixel linear fit of the natural logarithm of the 

PGSE signal against the b-values was performed to obtain the ADC, which was then used to determine the 

compartment size from   
√       

    
. The 1/0.37 correction factor accounts for a cylindrical geometry.  

 Figure 6 shows the dependence of the of the ex-vivo spinal cord compartment size maps 

on the number of oscillations, N. The images for N=8 and N=16 (Figures 6A and 6B) exhibit very 

similar contrasts, with contrast differing slightly when the number of oscillations is further 

increased to N=32 (Figure 6C). Figures 6D-F show the NOGSE signal dependence in these 

experiments with increasing x, for the six ROIs defined in Figure 4B. These plots bear two 

differences compared to the simulations in Figure 2 and the data shown in Figure 3. First, the 

initial parts of the spinal cord NOGSE signals at low x-values do not begin at identical initial 

values. This simply reflects our choice of x with respect to the size of the compartments, and is 

equivalent to beginning the curves shown in Figure 2C at a value larger than zero. More 

intriguing is the second feature in some of these ROIs: the signal at the initial x values shows a 

curvature (see for example, ROIs 4 and 6) at N=8 and N=16. This effect most likely reflects size 

polydispersity, which tends to shift the dynamic contrast based on the volume fractions of the 

distribution components (see also Figures 8 and 9 and the ‘Discussion’ section). Figures 6D-F 

also show the expected decrease in signal magnitude at the x=y final points of each curve with 

decreasing number of oscillations, N, for all ROIs. However, the difference between them is 

lower than for the capillaries’ experiments. This evidences the influence of free diffusion effects 

from water molecules residing in larger pores: for free diffusion, the NOGSE signal exponent at 
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Figure 6. Compartment dimension maps obtained from NOGSE MRI for different N. For all 

experiments, TNOGSE=20 ms, G=57.6 G/cm and N=8 (A) N=16 (B) and N=32 (C). Note that similar 

contrast is observed for N=8 and 16, while slightly different compartment sizes are obtained for N=32. (E-

F) ROI analysis (ROIs are defined in Figure 5B). Note the expected increase in contrast with increasing N 

for all ROIs. Solid lines are guides to the eye for the corresponding experiments. x was initialized at xmin = 

0.4 ms and incremented in twelve steps up to xmax = TNOGSE/N.  

 

Characterization of WM fibers in terms of compartment size may also be highly 

important in the brain, where changes in microstructure often reflect different functional 

properties [49] or pathologies [50]. We explored the possibility of utilizing NOGSE for 

generating contrast in the WM of the mouse brain targeting specifically the corpus callosum, 

whose microstructural features are known to vary with location [51,52], and whose orientation 
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was known a-priori, facilitating the application of the NOGSE gradient vector in an orientation 

perpendicular to the main axis of the fibers. The signal evolution in this experiment, shown in 

Figure 7A, clearly follows the trends outlined above, evidencing an increase of signal with 

increasing x-values. Figure 7B shows the map of compartment sizes of the corpus callosum, 

overlaid on a T2 weighted image of the entire brain taken at the same TE as the NOGSE 

experiments. Note the varying contrast between different corpus callosum regions provided by 

this compartment size-sensitive technique.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. NOGSE MRI in the ex-vivo mouse brain. (A) Raw data from NOGSE MRI in the mouse 

brain with N=8, G=57.6 G/cm and TNOGSE=20 ms, masked for the corpus callosum. Note the clear signal 

increase with increasing x. (B) Compartment size map obtained from a pixel-by-pixel fit of the data to Eq. 

9, overlaid on a T2 weighted image. The corpus callosum shows distinct regions of varying compartment 

size. The NOGSE gradient was applied in the direction perpendicular to the main axis of the axons in the 

corpus callosum; e.g., in the up-down axis of the image.  

 

Discussion 

Measuring small compartmental dimensions noninvasively is a primary goal for NMR, 

especially in biomedical applications where microstructural information may characterize 

pathological processes [53] or even functional properties such as axonal conduction velocities 

[54]. PGSE-based approaches have played a decisive role in noninvasively extracting such 

microstructural information based on deviations of the signal decay from mono-exponential 

diffusion [55,56]. Interest in time-dependent OGSE-based approaches utilizing oscillating 

gradients to probe different frequencies in the diffusion spectrum D(ω) [31] has also developed 
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vigorously in recent years owing to its potential in providing structural information in small pores 

using rather low gradient amplitudes [16,20,26-29,31,46]. While powerful and useful, the OGSE 

approach is at its best when the FT of the integral of the applied gradient waveform has a single 

frequency component and lacks a zero frequency peak around D(0), a requirement that may be 

experimentally quite demanding [24].  

Here we introduced the NOGSE methodology, which employs non-uniform gradient 

modulations for accurate measurement of compartment sizes. Instead of focusing on an accurate 

determination of  ( ) at each particular ω, NOGSE’s waveform is designed to generate a signal 

amplitude modulation that is directly sensitive to the width of  ( )     
  ; this method thus 

provides a more direct and sensitive means for determining restriction lengths.  Among the major 

features of the NOGSE methodology we count: (1) A constant-time, constant-gradient-amplitude 

diffusion-sensitizing period, possessing multiple frequency components whose relative weights 

are varied. (2) Whereas OGSE sequences are mostly analyzed in the frequency domain [16,31], 

NOGSE is performed and analyzed in the time domain; e.g., with increasing x. The advantages of 

a direct time-domain analysis are three-fold: first, they lift OGSE’s requirement for a nonzero 

central component in the gradient’s frequency spectrum; second, the transition between free and 

restricted diffusion regimes is manifest as an amplitude modulation, as opposed to 

discriminations between transitions from free to restricted diffusion regimes which need to be 

detected on the basis of smooth transitions in spectral density power laws [30,31]; and third, 

NOGSE signal increases in a simple fashion as a function of x and plateaus once the maximum 

restriction is achieved, thus emphasizing the restricting effects imposed by the pore boundaries. 

By contrast, the ADC obtained from each OGSE measurement increases with increasing 

frequency and plateaus at the free diffusion regime, thus accentuating the free diffusion regime 

[16,31]. (3) NOGSE’s sensitivity to the restriction length (as manifested in NOGSE’s amplitude 
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modulation) is very high and varies as   
 ; were this quantity to be determined from the width of 

the displacement power spectrum of Eq. 5, as is done in standard approaches, the sensitivity 

would vary as   
 . (5) NOGSE’s amplitude modulation will depend on the quantity 

       
          (        )  

 

   
  (  )  (   )  

 
 
, suggesting that N can be utilized towards 

dynamically amplifying NOGSE’s compartment size contrast [41]. This contributes an additional 

source of sensitivity, especially when considering clinical scanners, which are equipped with 

relatively weak gradients. Furthermore, at clinical fields, the relatively long T2 of CNS tissues 

provides ample time to carry out a large number of oscillations within the diffusion sequence to 

enhance sensitivity towards compartment size. For a clinical gradient amplitude of 6 G/cm and 

N=256 at TNOGSE=200 ms, for example, 1.5 and 2 μm compartments will give rise to ~9 and 

~25% amplitude modulations, respectively, suggesting that small compartments could be 

resolved even with weak gradient strengths.  

The simulations and phantom tests shown in this study confirmed all of these features, 

and suggest NOGSE’s strong contrasting abilities between small compartment sizes when 

monodisperse systems are considered. Diffusion-diffraction patterns in PGSE NMR [10,17] or in 

other methodologies [35,37] are also capable of resolving small size differences; however, for 

comparison, the first diffusion-diffraction minimum for compartments smaller than 2 μm would 

only be observed when applying gradient amplitudes exceeding well over 1000 G/cm. 

Furthermore, high resolution in q is required for resolving small compartments [57], leading in 

turn to very long experiment durations. By contrast, extracting the compartment size with 

NOGSE requires few data points; in fact, in simple cases, the first and last points would suffice to 

fully characterize the amplitude modulation of ΔMNOGSE – especially considering the significant 

NOGSE signal increases obtained even for small compartments.  
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Generating MRI contrast based on compartment size is an important challenge for 

diffusion MRI for segmenting different tracts in normal tissues [8], or when seeking an early 

detection of pathological conditions [58]. The spinal cord results in Figures 5 and 6 indicate that 

compartment size contrast can indeed be derived from NOGSE MRI. Moreover, the existence of 

structural polydispersity could be inferred from the different compartment size maps obtained 

from different gradient amplitudes; this is not unexpected, as NOGSE will in fact act as a filter 

enhancing different elements of the size distribution. This feature is reminiscent of recent 

literature proposing non-uniform gradient pairs numerically tailored towards size-specific 

sensitivity [32,34]. Further evidence for NOGSE’s potential to characterize compartment sizes 

was noted in the brain NOGSE experiments focusing on the corpus callosum; the signal evolution 

again followed the expected trends, and a NOGSE-derived compartment size map appeared to 

segment the corpus callosum into distinct regions, consistent with several recent diffusion MR 

studies showing marked size-based contrast using PGSE [51,52]. As in the spinal cord specimen, 

different sizes were obtained for different gradient amplitudes (not shown), suggesting NOGSE’s 

potential for resolving elements of size distributions. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 8. Simulations for NOGSE MR in the presence of size polydispersity for different gradient 

amplitudes. (A) Log-normal size distributions analyzed in this study of the form  

 ( )  
 

  √  
 

 
(   ( )    (  )) 

   , where lc is a median length equal to 1.5 μm for all distributions and      are 

as indicated. (B,C) NOGSE signal for the corresponding size distributions with G=28.8 and 57.6 G/cm, 

respectively. Note that at long x, the magnitude of the signal increases with increasing variance of the size 
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distribution. When stronger gradient amplitudes are applied, the signals depart from their usual 

monodisperse forms, and a curvature in the signal at lower x can be noticed, corresponding to an 

attenuation of the larger pores’ signal. This sensitivity to size distribution may be utilized to infer on the 

elements of the distribution. For all simulations, TNOGSE=40 ms, N=8 and D0=0.7*10
-5

 cm
2
/sec, and pores 

were assumed to be cylindrical.  

The results from these biological specimens, and especially the different size contrasts 

obtained upon assaying different gradient amplitudes, merit a brief analysis on the effects of size 

distributions on the NOGSE signal. Figure 8A shows several log-normal size distributions 

assumed for this assessment, while Figures 8B and 8C show NOGSE signals simulated for these 

distributions at G=28.8 and 57.6 G/cm, respectively. Even for a modest distribution of ~25%, the 

NOGSE signals feature significant changes in signal response: the amplitude of the NOGSE 

curve increases with increasing size distribution reflecting the increasing fraction of larger pores 

that are sensitized to the oscillating gradient effects. Furthermore, as the weight of the larger 

pores increases, the signal at short x begins to acquire a kind of curvature that could also be seen 

in some of the ROIs in the experiments shown Figures 4 and 6. This reflects the fact that for these 

long y periods, the signal contribution from the larger pores is very low, and the spins that suffer 

restriction dominate NOGSE’s signal. However, as x increases, the larger pores start to dominate 

the NOGSE signal. When the gradient increases (Figure 8C), these attributes become even more 

pronounced. Similar trends are obtained for larger N (data not shown).  

Another characteristic of size distributions is shown in Figure 9, where the NOGSE signal 

is plotted as a function of N for a monodisperse system (panel A) and for a system characterized 

by a modest size distribution (panel B). The NOGSE signal varies strongly with increasing 

distributions for all N; however, the general features of the N-dependence are preserved. Such 

measurements may prove useful for emphasizing specific compartment sizes or even help 

resolving elements of a size distribution in tissues. These features bode well for NOGSE as a 

means for resolving different elements of the distribution or sensitizing the signal towards 

specific compartment sizes.  
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Figure 9. Simulations for NOGSE MR in the presence of size polydispersity for different N. (A) The 

NOGSE signal for a monodisperse system and (B) for a modest size distribution characterized by σ/lc = 

0.5 (shown in cyan in Figure 8A). Note that the general trends of the N dependence are nearly identical; 

however, curvatures at lower x-values are discernible. For all simulations, TNOGSE=60 ms, G=57.6 G/cm 

and D0=0.7*10
-5

 cm
2
/sec.  

The ex-vivo NOGSE analyses presented here were based on a number of prior 

assumptions. First, it was assumed NOGSE gradients were directed perpendicular to the principal 

orientation of a cylindrically symmetric compartment. While this is a good assumption in white 

matter it certainly does not hold for gray matter, where a significant fraction of anisotropic 

compartments may be randomly oriented [59,60]. A related assumption was that all 

compartments, being cylindrical, are to be corrected by a factor of            ; when violated, 

the apparent compartment size may require a different scaling. The free diffusion coefficient D0 

was also taken as a fixed, known parameter; if unknown, D0 can be estimated from two NOGSE 

curves collected at different gradient amplitudes, or from an OGSE-like measurement with very 

rapid oscillations. The Gaussian Phase Distribution approximation was also assumed valid during 

the entire TNOGSE, consistent with previous literature [23,42]. We note that in the regimes where 

this approximation could be broken (e.g., when   
 

     
 where lf is the mean free path of the 

moving particles and Tm the gradient’s modulation period) Eq. 3 will no longer hold [36,37, 42]. 
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However, we expect that the time scales in which the GPD approximation is broken are not easily 

achievable in tissues. Finally, we assumed that the NOGSE gradients were rectangular, whereas 

in the experiments they were trapezoidal. This may have introduced a slight systematic bias to the 

extracted sizes, although we expect this effect to be quite small [23], especially since NOGSE 

probes D(ω) by multiple frequencies to detect the transitions between free and restricted 

diffusion. Indeed, this was corroborated in our phantom experiments, where very accurate sizes 

were obtained despite that we completely ignored the gradient ramps. Moreover, we observed an 

excellent agreement between the lengths determined here by the NOGSE sequence shown in 

Figure 1C and the length determined for the same microcapillaries using the SDR sequence 

(modulated by refocusing pulses and without ramps) of Fig. 1A [41]. Notice as well that we did 

not attempt to model the tissue micro-architecture [61]; that is, a single diffusing component and 

no lc heterogeneities were assumed. Further modeling of tissue components [62] and their 

NOGSE signal responses, may result in better characterizations of tissue microstructure. In fact, 

as the NOGSE gradient blocks are essentially individual gradient vectors, the parameter space for 

NOGSE variants is indeed large: in analogy to double-PGSE MR [59,63,64] one could 

implement double-NOGSE in order to probe diffusion correlations in different directions, or one 

could implement NOGSE in DTI mode to sensitize the measurements towards macroscopic 

anisotropy and orientation. A further use of NOGSE’s ability to interrogate compartment sizes 

even with just the initial and final points of the curve may prove useful in diffusion f-MRI 

experiments [65]. The potential of these avenues is currently being tested in-vivo.  

 

Conclusions 

We have presented a new MR methodology for extracting compartment dimensions of 

confined diffusing spins, at relatively low gradient amplitudes. The ensuing NOGSE approach 
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draws from dynamical decoupling [38] and selective dynamical recoupling [40,41] concepts, and 

applies them in the context of diffusion-driven spin evolution. The resulting method achieves a 

diffusion-imposed signal amplitude modulation that can sensitively discern between confinement 

sizes. When compared to alternatives available for probing such microstructural information, 

NOGSE exhibits advantages in terms of lower requirements in its gradient amplitudes, a constant 

time operation, and a very high dynamic range of compartment size characterization.  Analytical 

descriptions of the NOGSE signal evolution were presented which were fully validated in a 

robust phantom system where accurate, biologically-relevant compartment sizes were obtained at 

low gradient amplitudes. NOGSE was also combined with MRI, affording novel maps of 

compartmental dimensions in both pig spinal cords and mouse brain. These experiments are 

being extended towards application of the NOGSE methodology in in-vivo water and metabolite 

MR studies for accurate noninvasive measurements of compartment sizes. 
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Appendix  

NOGSE analytical expression for a Lorentzian spectrum  ( ). We begin by providing a full 

analytical expression of Eq. (9) under the assumption that the displacement’s power spectrum,  ( ), is 
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dominated by a single Lorentzian term (Eq. 5); further details are given in Ref. [41]. The NOGSE signal is 

given by 

                (A1)     

          (            )       ((   )     )       ( )              (            )     

The Hahn signal decay is [66,67]: 
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and finally, the cross-term decay is 
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For cylinders, it is a good approximation to set              , where d is the cylinder’s diameter. 

NOGSE analytical expression for more complex geometries. For more complex geometries, 

including spherical confinements, the displacement power spectrum  ( ) can be written as a sum of 

Lorentzian terms 
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The coefficients    and correlation times    depend on the geometry of the pores and can be found in Ref. 

[43] for cylinders, spheres and planar layers. Based on this power spectrum the NOGSE signal will be 

given now by 

                               (            )  ∏ [      
 (            )]

  
                      (A6) 

where       
 (            ) is as described in Eqs. A1-A4 by setting      . 
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